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Canadian Lawyer Needed with Debt Settlement Experience 

Law Office of C&A - Englewood Cliffs, NJ

Law firm providing debt relief is seeking a Canadian Lawyer experienced with Debt Settlement to

assist us in our legal negotiations department.

Has anyone ever told you "you always get what you want"? If so, we want to talk with you!

We will train the ideal candidate to be able to analyze a client file to determine an outcome and

communicate effectively to a third party in order to achieve the anticipated goals.

All candidates must possess:

Handle daily inbound / outbound customer calls.

Mature minded individual

Organized

Well -- spoken / articulate

Team player

Can handles deadlines and monthly goals

Can handle criticism

Manage daily emails from clients and opposing law firms

Evaluate and resolve debts for clients

Use aggressive negotiation tactics to receive the lowest possible settlements

Speak directly with opposing law firms to stop legal proceedings from further escalation against

client (such as lien on homes, bank levies, wage garnishments and sale of home)

Discusses terms and conditions of debt settlement agreements with clients.

Set up payments regarding settlements directly to creditors

Responds to account inquiries, providing accurate and timely information

Assist clients with inquiries and resolve any customer issues

Highly adapted to learning new ideas and perspectives.

Proven ability to build strong customer/client relationships

Effective at working with minimum supervision to meet required deadlines

Compensation: Hourly

Bonuses: Monthly incentives
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